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HOW TO SELECT A LABELING MACHINE

✔What is being labeled? Is it a bag, a carton, a clamshell, a pouch, or a

bottle? A machine appropriate for labeling jars and bottles may not be

appropriate for a flexible package.

✔List the type of product surfaces of the product. For example, the

surface can be flat, concave, textured, convex, etc.

✔What is the product made of? An application surface that is smooth

and clean may not require the same labeler as a rigid or rough surface.

✔Where on the product do you want the label? Some labeling machines

are made for wrap-around labels on bottles while others do

simultaneous top and bottom or two panel labels.

✔Consider where the labeling process will take place in your production

line. This will help determine the type of labeler and application needed,

and tell label sizes that are possible you will use.

The questions above can narrow down your options. Share as much

information with us as you can to help ensure you are getting the most

suitable labeling solution.

Wanna , contact me: or

Whatsapp & Wechat:
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1. Label Width： Label Length： ; For special shape

label, please supply drawing or pictures.

2. What type of sticker? Adhesive opaque sticker  ; Transparent

sticker; Both.

3. What is your sticker re-wind direction? #1 #2 #3 #4

Max. out diameter that will fit on our equipment is 300mm. Core size (inner diameter) is
most commonly 76mm.

4. Whether the label is a composite film material Yes  ; No  .

(Remark: Germany Leuze sensor is not universal for composite film

material currently)

5. Add date printer or not?①Date Coding Machine;②TTO Printer;

③Ink jet Printer; ④Laser Marker; ⑤Need not add.

6. Any requirement for coding direction? Horizontal ; Vertical ;

No required.

7. Any requirement for coding position? Yes; No.

8. Require Touch Screen in Chinese & English Version? Yes  ; No

 ;

9. Machine standard voltage AC220V 50/60Hz, Different voltage
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required? Yes (Voltage： ); No.

10. Labeling Speed Required: ;

Remark:If label width ≤ 60mm, label coming-out speed 24

meters/minute, production capacity=24meters/(product length

100mm+each product distance 20~50mm)=160~200pcs/min;

11. Our standard conveyor height  850±30mm;  680±30mm

(Optional), any special height required? Yes ; No.

12. Whether connect to other equipment or other production line? Yes

 ; No.

13. Product Length*Width*Height ; For special shape

products, please supply drawing or pictures.

14. Machine conveying direction (standard: from left to right), any

different requirement? Yes (conveying direction is );

No.
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